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The problem of detection, identification and sizing of planar defects, particularly
cracks in various parts and items is one of the most relevant to non-destructive testing.
This problem becomes even more complicated in case when testing is possible only
with one surface of the part (e.g., during in-service inspection of various pipelines,
vessels, equipment corps with limited access to the inner surface) to detect cracks,
located in the opposite (inner) surface, both in the parent metal and in welds.

One of the most typical examples of such parts are bent pipe elements (bends,
offsets) of TES and NPP pipelines, operating at high temperature and under the internal
pressure, i.e. under conditions of high alternating voltages. On this account, bends are
prone to destructions and reliable monitoring of their condition is the main means of
ensuring reliability and safety of equipment. Bends damage areas, operating in an
aquatic environment - the inner surface is mainly in the area of neutrals, operating at
high temperature - tension zone.
The most effective inspection of these zones is carried out by ultrasonic NDT technique.

During 1965 -1970 a number of regulatory documents was developed, in which the
issue of inspection of bends of various thicknesses and diameters was considered.
Among the first, in 1970 the manual for inspection of 7-12 mm bends thickness made of
pearlitic steel started to apply, providing the use of piezoelectric probes with a working
surface, lapped at an outer pipe diameter. However, the probe orientation criteria for
the angle of incident in this manual were missed. Wherefore, the reliable detection of
cracks in bends was not provided: there were bends damages after conducting the
testing.

In 1978, works started on a new manual for bends inspection, which was
implemented in 1981, as well-recognized and is still in force Instruction №23 SD-80
(RD 34.17.418). For the first time, the requirements for the metrological assurance of
bends ultrasonic testing (UT) were formulated in this manual: (requirements for probes,
pieces and complex specifications of hardware were standardized), calculations on
angles of wedge of probes were given to provide a needed angle of incidence with the
defect. When tested the technique on real bends it demonstrated a higher adequacy in
comparison with other developed at that time techniques in terms of detection of cracks
on the inner surface of bends. The technique is based on a sounding scheme
application, which provides an angle of incidence of 45 with the defect such as crack,
located on the inner bend surface. Inspection according to the scheme with an angle of
incidence of 45 was provided for bends with the ratio of wall thickness to the outer
diameter up to 0,17. As the result of this, in 1987, the change to I №23 SD-80 was
issued, directing the ultrasonic testing of pipe bends with the ratio of wall thickness to
the outer diameter of more than 0.17. For this purpose, an angle of incidence of a beam
with the defect should be 90. However, in practice in accordance with this change
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omission defects occurred, so that «Regulations on the resource assessment,
testing order and bends replacement» RD 34.17.417 issued in 1985, provided the
procedure of ultrasonic testing sensitivity adjustment. Also, in 1985 ОST 108.885.01
moved out and began to be used at boiler plants for pipe incoming inspection,
specifying particularly the technique of pipes ultrasonic testing, which was developed
with account of GOST 17410 requirements and I №23 SD-80 manual. Inspection
techniques provided in OST 108.885.01, allowed to detect technological defects of pipe
production in bends and pipes, above all –overlaps due to the normal probes application.

In 1983, the company Uraltehenergo made a research on defective bends
disassembled during repair in order to determine the reliability of the testing and
detection by ultrasonic testing of defects of various shapes and orientations. It is
established that defects such as angle reflector, i.e., cracks and other planar defects are
easier to detect, while bulk defects are much harder to detect. Thus, the detection of
pitting corrosion constitute up to 40%, knife-line corrosion, furrows – from 60 to 75%,
cracks – up to 90%. Thus, the detection of the initial process of cracking ( stage of
pitting corrosion chains formation, which are the place of origin and development of
cracks) is low, and it doesn`t obey the inspection ideology in accordance with РД
34.17.417, where bends “testing groups” are provided, and by their state other bends on
a given object are estimated. The acceptance level was toughened for the ability to
detect cracks at their initial stage. This led to rejection of grooves that are permitted on
the pipe inner surface under the current technical specifications (TS) of pipe industry,
during the inspection test of pipes (bends) at industries of Ministry of Energy. At the
same time, the problem of identification of grooves and cracks on the bands inner
surface became more vexed.

Major disadvantage of listed above regulations for ultrasonic bends testing is that
the evaluation of pipe bends quality is conducted only at the amplitude characteristics
(echo signal from the flaw is more or less than echo signal from the notch), without
detection of the field defect size and cracks height. The latter is of a great importance, as
at the present moment calculations of pipeline operation acceptability have became a
regular fixture on the base of fracture mechanics and also, other equipment with cracks
on the inner surface against to the indicated height of cracks. Naturally, the operation of
such equipment with cracks on the inner surface is possible only in the presence of
technology; render it possible to inspect the process of cracks development and at the
same time to indicate their sizes (first of all the height) with accuracy, which is
sufficient for the checking calculations.

Another striking example of defects which are located in the product subsurface
layers are sub weld deposition cracks in clad pipelines and body equipment of atomic
power plant (APP). These cracks are originating at the border of antirust weld
deposition with a base metal equipment or with a pearlitic part of weld joints and run
perpendicular to the interface into the pearlitic metal. Also, the problem of identification
of sub weld deposition cracks is relevant, as there can be other defects in the weld joint
root - bridging, faulty fusions, slag shots (Fig.1). Height measurement of sub weld
deposition cracks is a paramount task, it allows to take grounded decisions on the
equipment repair or its further operation under condition of monitoring for detected
crack.
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Fig.1. Sub weld deposition crack and lack of fusion are at the root of a pearlitic part of the weld joint
of the clad pipeline Du 800 mm (macrosections).

Objective of cracks depth measurement in welded joints or in a base metal can be
settled by the application of wave of diffraction which results from the crack edges.
Studies [1-3] showed, that the wave diffraction can be excited, and then taken), using
dilatational and cross/ longitudinal and transverse waves and also their combinations.
Attempts to measure the height of the longitudinal cracks on the inner surface of the
pipe by the ultrasonic technique in the manual version applying manufactured at the
time the equipment were made in the 80-90 years of last century. Defect location area
was determined in accordance with the current in the industry RD (for instance, in pipes
– on the manual of I №23 SD-80), then defect location area ensounded by so called
“delta scheme” [3] using the serial probes – by two angle beam probes or by angle
beam probes and straight probes and maximum echo signal detected from defect by
means of excitation and acceptance diffraction waves from the top of the crack. At first
bottom signal was detected and then top of the crack. For inspection and measurement
various flaw detectors were used, including UD2-12. For excitation and receipt waves
of diffraction during UD2-12 flaw detectors application, it was essential to set high
levels of emitting signal and gain, and this in its turn made severe requirements to
probes. Samples, made of pipe with the same standard sizes and the same steel quality
as the testing pipe were used for scan sensitivity and velocity setup. Saw cuts were
made in sample with a thin triangular profile milling cutter. Several samples of various
depths were produced for gauging. Crack height measurement is carried out in two
ways: graphically by plotting the sounding scheme or by graph plotted on the results of
sounding samples with saw cuts of different depth. Therefore, crack height
measurement with the help of general-purpose flaw detectors and serial probes has a
number of limitations, in particular by the described technique more or less it is possible
of crack height measurement up to 10mm.
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At present time to solve the problem of flaws detecting and their sizes
determination, in many industries TOFD
technique has got an extended application. It
represents time-of-flight diffraction group of
techniques which are used for defects
estimation, particularly cracks which located
both in subsurface layers and in cross section of
products.

Consider the concept of time-of-flight
diffraction technique. Fig. 2 shows that while
detecting the internal crack, four signals are
received.

Two of them, particularly a bow wave
signal and a bottom echo signal are present even
without defects detection and limit the
inspection zone. At cracks detection, we can
observe one or two additional signals diffracted
from the crack tip. Signals location towards to
the “basic” signals pair, i.e. their time of flight
gives us information about the crack height.
Dependence between the crack height and
varieties of signals times receiving is nonlinear
and manual performance of such calculations is
a difficult thing, so this function is usually implemented in TOFD-systems software.

One of the major advantages of TOFD is a
great reliability compared to traditional ultrasonic
testing and radiography. Using a traditional
ultrasonic testing, planar defects such as cracks in
an item cross section can be reliably detected if
they are perpendicular to the direction of the
ensounding (or they have unimportant
derivations form this direction). Cracks,
developed from the item surface and forming
with it an angle of 90  (an angle reflector) are
detected somewhat worse, and almost are not
detected in case of derivation of the cracks` plane
from this angle more than 10,
(except the case, when they are perpendicular to
the ensouding direction). Consequently, the echo
signal amplitude from the crack has a
complicated angular dependence that
significantly reduces cracks detection and their
assessment only by the amplitude criterion.

Fig.3. Detection of inclined cracks.

Fig. 2. TOFD concept.
1 – emitter; ; 2 –receiver; 3– crack; а –bow
wave; b – diffracted signal from the crack tip; c
– diffracted signal from the crack lower end tip;
d –base echo.
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TOFD technique allows to detect cracks practically of any orientation, as
diffracted signal reradiates in all directions and can therefore be intaken by the second
probe, unrelated to the crack orientation (Fig. 3).

Another TOFD advantage is the testing performance. The fact that, specialized
probes with extended direction pattern are used
for TOFD, this allows to inspect the entire weld
joint cross sections, without moving the probe
perpendicular to the joint

1. TOFD probes use
longitudinal waves, because they have the
highest propagation speed and the lowest
attenuation and most traditional probes use
cross waves.
Flaw detectors with TOFD probes to provide
the necessary resolution radiate very short
signal – it`s several times shorter than an angle
beam probe.

Generally, TOFD probes are stack-
mounted and fabricated of cavity and wedge.
(TOFD probes are typically assembled from
components: resonator and wedge.)
Generally three types of wedges are used:
providing an angle of incident of 45°, 60° and
70° depending on the inspection tasks (4-7).
Weld joint scanning by the TOFD scanner is
much faster than its manual inspection by the
traditional ultrasonic testing. (Fig. 4).
As a result, testing time is reduced. This is
particularly important in terms of inspection of operational equipment and pipes of
nuclear power plant (NPP)

All these advantages of TOFD technology are implemented in flaw detectors of
TOFD versions for manual inspection UD3-71 and UD4-76 coming with TOFD scanner
and probe (development of “Promprylad” LLC, Kiev, Ukraine)
Consider a scanner used with these flaw detectors (Fig. 5). It allows to arrange a pair of
TOFD and probe against to each other at the required distance – it can be set by means
of built-in ruler and move them lengthwise and, when necessary, sideways of the
welded joint. The scanner is equipped with a distometer in order to record its position
during the scanning.
To prepare the scanner for the testing for the optimal ensounding of the testing area
there should be set the distance between the probes. It is generally assumed that the
acoustic axis of the probe pair are cross over at a depth that is equal to 2/3 of the testing
object (unit under the inspection) thickness. So, the distance between probes can be

1All joint cross sections are overlapped by the one probe pair during the inspection of items with a thickness up
to 70 mm. For thick-walled objects inspection two or more probe pars are applied.

Fig. 5. TOFD scanner.

Fig. 4.Scanning trace: а) during TOFD
testing; b) during traditional ultrasonic
testing

а b
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calculated by the formula:

tgHL *
3

4


where H- is the thickness of the testing

unit, and α – is an angle of incident of the probe. After the scanner preparation there is
the flaw detectors` setup. The most important point here is the calibration of the delay in
the probe wedge and the sound speed of the test object.
In UD3-71 and UD4-76 flaw detectors this scheme is fully automated. Sufficient to
setup the item thickness value, then setup the scanner on the flaw-free part of the testing
object, gate the head wave signal and base echo and activate menu item “Measure’ i.e. it
doesn’t require any special samples for the flaw detector adjustment.

When the calibration is ready that is possible to start the scanning of the testing
object and data collection. In the process of inspection received data are visualized in
real time in one of three modes:

 A-Scan – from the traditional ultrasonic testing;

 TOFD B-Scan (sometimes it is mentioned as TOFD-Scan);

 Combination - A+B Scan.

In mode A + B-Scan, menu is hidden in the flaw detector, but it can be shown by single
pressing of "Mode" button.

After the scan is finished analysis of collected data is carried out. First of all, it
should be overlooked. Flaw detectors software allows to look at the overall picture of all
collected data in the B-Scan mode. Also, there is a possibility to zoom some attractive
parts or scroll all data in the zoomed mode. As well, moving the cursor over B-Scan
data, it is possible to view A-Scans, received in all indexes along the scanning path.

On TOFD-Scan there always will be visible two liner indications that are
matched to the head wave and base echo. Fig. 6 shows the typical TOFD-scans in order
to identify the different types of defects.
If the liner indications corresponding to the head wave and base echo are not interrupted
and additional liner indicators are missed between them, it means that no defects were
found.
If there is a gap of the head wave indication and an additional indication is under this

index, that means that the crack is found, starting with the outer surface. If the gap of
the base echo indication is observed and an additional indication is under this index that
means that the crack is found, starting with the base surface.

а b d
г

c

Fig. 6. TOFD-Scans, typical for cracks detection: of a surface (а), in the weld joint root or
on the inner surface of the base metal (b), in the cross section (c) and of a bulk defect (d).
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If the gap of liner indications are not observed but there are two additional
indications one below the other, we have found an inner crack.

If we see main continuous indications and in addition there is one indication
between them, we found not a crack but a bulk defect – lack of fusion, slag inclusion,
etc.

And finally, if there is a gap of both main indications in one index, it means that
at this moment at least one probe acoustic contact was broken.
In this case, the repeated inspection of this area is required. Thus, having analyzed all
TOFD-Scan results for the given testing object or its area, we get a list of detected
defects with an indication of their types.

After that, the flaw detection should be conducted. In this case, you need to make
another calibration by the recoded B-Scan. It is necessary to specify to the UD3-71 or
UD4-76 program the basic half-wave of the head wave. Hereafter, it will be used as a
starting point for the crack height calculations.
To do this, set the cursor inside the indication of an appropriate half-wave and activate
the menu item “Calibration”. After that, the measurement of the crack height can be
conducted. To do this, set the cursor of the measuring gate on the basic indication half-
wave of the diffracted signal and activate the menu item “Measure’.

If the crack is found in the cross section, then two gates are used to measure its
height. The first gate is set to the indication from the top edge of the crack and the
second gate –to the indication lower edge.
The next step in Flaw detection is the crack length
measurement (Fig.7).
According to indications of defects on the B-scan
it is visible that none of them is the point.
They all have a certain extent, but the length of
the indication does not match the actual length of
the defect. The indication of an extended defect
can be divided into three parts - the central
corresponds to the defect length and two “wings”
“conducts” the direction pattern of the probe.
Only one of these parts - central - is informative
and should be separated from wings. To resolve
this problem, in the software of UD3-71 and
UD4-76 flaw detectors the hyperbolic gate is
provided, consisting of two hyperbolic cursors.
The special software algorithm is used here and
render possible to overlap the left and right
cursors, accordingly on the left and right wings of
the indication. Thus, they limit the central part of the indication that corresponds to the
actual length of the defect. All this is done automatically. Sometimes, at low
signal/noise ratio the automatic algorithm can not quite correctly determine positions of
hyperbolic cursors. In this case, it is necessary to go to the manual mode and visually
combine cursors with “wings” of indication.

Sometimes it is necessary to compare two defects, their sizes and coordinates.

Fig.7 measurement of the defect
parameters - position, size,
amplitude.
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For this purpose, two gates are used- they are placed on indications of detected
defects, as a result the flaw detector gives the comparison table of these defects.

Conclusion

Using of UD3-71 and UD4-76 flaw detectors of TOFD versions coming with TOFD

scanner and probe, allows to:

 reduce equipment downtime – for the testing conduction, it is sufficient to

fulfill a longitudinal scan only;

 increase the reliability and information content of the testing, as cracks

almost of any orientation are identified and measured.

 detect and measure of flaws sizes on hard to reach areas of equipment. It is

provided by the small dimensions of applied TOFD scanner and flaw

detectors.

 make grounded decisions on necessity for replacement , repair or further

operation of the equipment, knowing the type and actual sizes (and therefore

the risk level) of defects, detected during the testing;

 save means on unfounded repairs and components replacement;

 reduce radiation burdens on personnel that perform the testing, replacing, in

some cases radiographic imaging on TOFD, as well as reducing the testing

time of the equipment , situated in the area of ionization radiation.

 provide the NDT inspector with a rich set of tools for analysis and

visualization of testing data,
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